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Abstract—Stratification of Blood Pressure is essential input in
most of the cardiovascular diseases detection and prediction and
is also a great aid to medical practitioners in dealing with
Hypertension. Denoising based on spectral coding is developed
based on frequency spectral decomposition and a spectral
correlative approach based on wavelet transform. The existing
approaches perform a standard deviation and mean of peak
correlation in signal conditioning. The artifact filtrations were
developed based on thresholding. Filtration of coefficients has an
impact on accuracy of estimation and hence proper signal
conditioning is a primal need. Wherein threshold is measured
with discrete monitoring, time line observation could improve the
accuracy of filtration efficiency under varying interference
condition. Dynamic interference due to capturing or processing
source results in jitter type noises which are short period
deviations with varying frequency component. Hence a timefrequency analysis for filtration is adapted for filtration. This
paper presents an approach of spectral correlation approach for
signal condition in stratification of blood pressure under cuff less
monitoring. This presented approach operates on the spectral
distribution of finer resolution bands for monitoring signal in
denoising and decision making. Existing approaches lacks the
capability of loss-less denoising which is efficiently worked out in
this paper.

the BP level. A correlative approach in measuring mean error
(ME) for the measured BP and the actual measurement is
evaluated based on standard deviation for the magnitude
values. In [6] boosting approach is presented in deriving a
more calibrated monitoring of BP using ME. The impact of
monitoring is however limited in such approach with the
interference of external distortion.

Keywords—Stratification of blood pressure; discrete wavelet
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I.

This paper presents a novel Time line correlative spectral
processing approach for efficient denoising of Vital BioSignals such as PPG, ECG and ABP. It utilizes an adaptive
signal conditioning approach. The proposed method results in
minimum loss in terms of Frequency components after wavelet
computations and hence preserves the significant medical
information in the signal.
To present the outlined approach this paper is outlined into
seven sections. Section 2 presents the Background work citing
the challenges and limitations of existing approaches. Section 3
outlined the existing approach of signal processing and
analysis. Section 4 presents the approach of denoising signal in
a nonlinear distortion approach. Section 5 outlines the
simulation result for the developed approach. Section 6
presents Discussion and Future Work. The conclusion for the
developed approach is presented in Section 7. Section 8 is
about acknowledgment.
II. BACKGROUND

INTRODUCTION

Monitoring of blood pressure is a vital monitoring for
automated diagnosis in cardio vascular disease diagnosis. A
deflected blood pressure (BP) has a high risk of heart
disorderness or heart failure. An early detection and diagnosis
is an optimal solution to the asserted risk. The present
diagnosis is a cuff based monitoring where the device is
interfaced to patient hand to read the mercury level for BP
monitoring. The interfacing of such devices is limited to expert
personals and not users friendly in handling. With
advancement of technology new approaches has evolved in
diagnosis, wherein BP monitoring is also improved towards
cuff-less measurement. Pulse transient time (PTT) [1-4] is a
majorly observed approach in this type of measurement. The
analysis presents a good correlation in diagnosis of PTT with
BP monitoring. In [5] author interfaced electrocardiograph
(ECG) with photoplethysmography (PPG) signals to estimate

The filtration of the distorted signal in BP monitoring were
developed in past where a threshold based estimation approach
is proposed in [4] for PLI noise elimination. The approach
developed a correlative method in minimizing the distortion
using spectral energy variation among the normal and effective
signal. In [7,8] a wavelet based estimation is proposed based
on threshold approach where the signal is processed based on
wavelet coefficients and measured threshold value. The
correlation performs an elimination of the distortion effect
based compared threshold. However it has an elimination of
required signal coefficient as well. To eliminate the effect a KNN based approach was presented in [9]. Varying window of
filtration for signal processing is outlined in [10]. The Hilbert
transformation approach is developed in signal processing for
varying interference. Feature detection based on normalized
multi wavelet measure is outlined in [11]. The approach
developed evaluate based on Euclidian distance. A simple
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segmentation approach for signal processing is outlined in [12],
where multiple features based on spectral representation is
outlined. The approach works on the geographical feature is
presented. A time based estimation where the time parameter
of magnitude is outlined in [13, 14]. This approach is
developed for a temporal sequence where time based features
are used in deriving the observations for the determination of
the peak parameter as feature values. The denoising based on
DWT is developed based on frequency spectral decomposition
and the range of frequency value is considered as the noised
element wherein a standard deviation and mean of peak is
considered for denoising. However, the decision is developed
based on threshold value. The elimination of coefficient has an
impact on accuracy of estimation hence threshold valuation is a
critical issue. Wherein threshold is measured with discrete
monitoring, time line observation could improve the accuracy
of threshold detection and denoising efficiency. It is observed
that sampling of signal for processing result in jitter [15-18]
which are short period variation with different frequency
component, which limits the DWT based denoising approach.
The assumption of frequency range elimination for denoising
leads to information loss and appropriate selection of
coefficient could improve the accuracy. We propose to develop
a new denoising approach to signal processing by developing
time line processing and analysis for threshold computation.
Secondly, we propose to integrate the DWT based approach
with standard deviation and mean of peak over decomposed
Time line (TL) to improve denoising performance. Towards
developing a filtration of processing signal for distortion
minimization in this work a time line approach for signal
denoising using spectral decomposition and spectral correlation
is outlined.
Machine Learning and Deep Learning is becoming
increasingly popular in health informatics [21], [23-24], [2729] [31]. Further Compute-Intensive Large Scale Servers and
Cloud Storage could optimize the effectiveness in terms of
storage and transmission which will be secure for such data
systems in future development efforts [19], [20], [22], [25].
III. PHOTOPLETHYSMOGRAPHY (PPG) SIGNAL ANALYSIS
FOR BP STRATIFICATION
Blood pressure is an important physiological parameter in
the human body and it is critical indicator of clinical condition
in both emergency situations and daily health care basis. In
modern society of rich living, high blood pressure is constantly
increasing. At the same time, people are more cautious about
their health. Blood pressure (BP) is a force in the bloodstream
flowing in the blood vessels and chambers of the heart. It is
measured as the amount of blood flow in the arterial arteries,
which is the main blood vessel that transmits blood from the
heart. BP of a person is usually measured as a systolic pressure
due to contraction cycle of the heart and as a diastolic pressure
during its relaxation state. Average values of healthy people at
systole read 80 mm of Hg and 120 mm of Hg diastole at stable
condition [1]. Some factors that affect a person's blood
pressure are pumping rates, hypertension, immune suppression,
and blocks in respiratory airways. Because of various reasons,
the average blood pressure is different from each individual.
Blood pressure is categorized into five main scope-based on
measured values as shown in Table I.

TABLE I.

CATEGORIES OF BLOOD PRESSURE [1]

Category

Systolic (mmHg)

Diastolic (mmHG)

Hypotension

<90

<60

Normal

90-120

60-80

Prehypertension

121-139

Or 81-89

Stage 1 Hypertension

140-159

Or 90-99

Stage 2 Hypertension

>160

Or =100

According to the Seventh Report of the Joint National
Committee for Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and High
Blood Pressure, hypertension is an elevated blood pressure,
which leads to vascular damages of internal organs. It is
considered to be a critical issue, as most of the patients do not
realize the symptoms of the elevated blood pressure.
Hypotension refers to a state of low blood pressure due to
inadequate supply of blood to other organs in the body. The
drop in blood pressure consequently results in heart attacks,
strokes, kidney failure and other more serious complications.
The monitoring of cuff less blood pressure is hence a prime
need in current health monitoring approach. Blood pressures
are monitored via different bio-signals such as ECG, PPG, etc.
In our previous work we have developed a Hybrid framework
for BP estimation utilizing both ECG and PPG signals [30].
However, the approach of representative features and the
quality of signal plays a vital role in making decision. The
analysis of PPG is observed to be more effective in BP
monitoring due to confined feature representation. In
processing of PPG signal, the electrical distortions are the
major concern. The distortion has a greater impact in the
accuracy of decision and hence need to be removed to the
finest level. In PPG signal processing, the 50-60 Hz power line
noise are one major source of distortion. This noise is observed
stationary and majorly observed in the signal processing. The
baseline distortion is considered to be due to respiration artifact
is observed to be of low-frequency and the component is
effective in time domain due to saturation of analog component
in the processing system. The high frequency components are
observed to be due to muscular movement in the body.
Filtration of such artifacts is of primal need in processing of
bio-signal to highest accuracy. Wavelet based spectra coding
were observed in recent past for the filtration of noise
component and need a finer processing for filtration. The
approach of DWT based processing decompose the signal into
finer TLs where a low range frequency of 0-0.25 Hz referring
to baseline and a higher frequency range of 20-500Hz reflect to
power line harmonic and muscular based artifact where zero
coefficient are removed. The decomposed coefficient is
processed to denoising based on threshold approach. The
deviation is measured based on mean peak value used for
denoising. The representation of PPG signal is illustrated in
“Fig. 1”.
The process of Bio-signal processing for BP Stratification
is developed in three steps of operations:
1) Preprocessing.
2) Feature extraction.
3) Learning and Decision system.
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is taken as the baseline representation of the BP signal. In
evaluation of the denoising process in this work, 2nd channel
signal (ABP) is processed with varying noise levels to evaluate
the efficiency of proposed approach. The baseline reference of
ABP presents the level of analysis with the noised signal. The
proposed approach of spectral correlation filtration approach
for the Bio-signal in BP stratification is presented in next
section. More noisy situations restricts the real time use of
many such and similar systems [26].
IV. SELECTIVE TIME LINE SPECTRAL CORRELATIVE
PROCESSING (TLSC)

Fig. 1. PPG Signal Representation [3].

Preprocessing is developed for elimination of noise and
artifacts in signal captured. In recent, DWT based approach
was presented with a specified low and high frequency range
for noise suppression. A standard deviation and mean peak
based denoising is presented in [1]. Denoising is developed
based on threshold limits. The limiting threshold is developed
based on discrete magnitude monitoring, which is limited for
usage for randomly varying time variant distortions. The
sampling process adds jitter noise to the processing signal. The
issue of discrete monitoring is focused and a new estimation
approach based on time line observation is proposed. This
approach develops a denoising threshold based on set of
coefficients for a time interval. The process of denoising based
on fixed cutoff approach is proposed to improve by a time line
monitoring of standard deviation and peak (valley) for
decomposed sub frequency bands. The noise parameter is
developed for jitter analysis and harmonic content are observed
in the processing signal. The decomposed signal is processed
with a varying of frequency component is directly extracted
and correlated using distortion minimization using spectral
coding. The signal analysis is developed for the selection of a
spectral power density using correlation approach. The
derivative component of the filtration approach is processed for
noise reduction in consider to lower magnitude value based on
the deviation of the distortion in the signal processing. The
processing of signal is divided into decomposed bands which
eliminate the basic frequency for the process of no DC
component. The process is developed based on the
decomposition of processing signal into finer frequency bands
and performs an extreme spectral selection. The process of
decomposition for a given processing signal S(t) is represented
by the spectral resolution ( ) and the residual component
, - is presented by,
, -

∑

,-

,-

This proposed approach focus in improving the denoising
performance by minimizing the interference level and
improving the details of representation. The spectral band
extraction in time-frequency domain is proposed to represent
physiological parameters and spectral parameters for denoising signal. A feature representation and classification
process is used as an integral module for learning and decision
making. The proposed processing system is for signal
conditioning is illustrated in “Fig. 2”.
A. Spectral Decomposition Coding
The signal analysis of the processing signal is performed
based on the spectral decomposition and correlation process
where the following two process were performed,
1) Extreme bands decomposition is developed with the
successive decomposition of signal using cascaded filters.
2) Selecting local minima parameter for noised component
based on local maxima of spectral density in spectral bands.
The process of filtration is developed with the
normalization of processing signal based on mean parameter
given as,
()

(2)

The mean normalized signal set the processing signal to
mean level, and random glitches are truncated to a mean
reference. This normalized signal is then processed for spectral
decomposition in denoising operation. The process of
denoising is performed using a cascaded filter bank as shown
in “Fig. 3”.

(1)

The processing bio-signal is recorded as a set of 3 channels
data, where the 1st channel represents the PPG signal, 2nd
signal represents the arterial blood pressure (ABP), and the 3rd
channel represented the ECG signal of monitoring signal.
Wherein channel 1 and 3 are the monitoring signal, channel 2

Fig. 2. Proposed Systems for Signal Analysis.
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B. Spectral Correlative Denoising Approach
For spectral denoising each of the signal (S) is processed
for B-Bands decomposition which represent a set of
+ given as,
decomposed bands *
*

+

(3)

The filtration of the noise component is developed be the
convolution operation of given signal with the selected filtered
signal F,
Fig. 3. Decomposition Filter Bank Structure.

(

The processing signal is represented as in “Fig. 4”,

)

(4)

The High pass (HP) and low pass (LP) filter are developed
as FIR filter giving the spectral variation of the observing
parameter. Information‟s lower than the threshold is neglected.
In this approach by the acquisition of vital parameter coding
and normalization process is proposed. The acquisition process
converts the vital parameter information into a 1-D plane. The
resultant information is then processed for extracting the
features based on Wavelet coding. This suggested method
improves the selection of feature relevancy, in terms of
selectivity. Since, now features are selected based on variation
density rather than magnitudes. For the acquisition of the
spectral coding curve, a linear sum of the entire vital parameter
plane at different Gaussian smoothening factor is taken.
Each decompose band mean spectral density (MSD) is
computed given by,
∑

Fig. 4. An ABP Signal Plot for Processing.

The monitoring input to the Decision system is given by the
spectral feature developed by band decomposition. A
successive integration of filter banks results in a decomposition
of signal into finer frequency band. For the realization of such
filtration a wavelet based filtration is used. In the process of
spectral decomposition approach, successive filter bank
architecture is used as shown in “Fig. 5”.

(5)

B is the decomposed band for a signal S which reflect the
measured parameter for a period „t‟.
For each of the band decomposed is given by,
()

.

(6)

Where n defines the number of decompositions.
For derived MSDi, the maximum MSD is given as,
(

)

(7)

For i =1 to n
if (

(

))

= Bi,
End
The selected SBSs, „
‟ are only considered in
processing where other bands are suppressed to zero. An
inverse filtration operation with selected band and other band
valued to zero is performed using convolution and successive
addition process. This process results in de-noised signal with
maximum information‟s suppressing noise distortion.
V. SIMULATION RESULT

Fig. 5. Hierarchical Filtration Structure for Band Decomposition.

For the Stratification of Blood Pressure using signal
processing, a correlative spectral approach is presented.
Wherein the existing approach operates on discrete coordinates
and a correlation with the threshold is used in decision, the
discrete value can be biased due to miss-operation of sensor, or
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The noised signal is represented to decomposed sub band
which is carried out using „db4‟ wavelet decomposition to
compute the spectral band (SBSs). The 5 sub bands extracted
from the processing signal is shown in “Fig. 7”.

0.9
0.8
0.7

Spectral Energy Density

measuring devices which effect the decision. Hence, a time line
continuous monitoring in time-frequency domain result in
more decision accuracy compared to discrete monitoring. It is
observed that each of the observation has a systolic, Diastolic
parameter which is time variant. In the developed approach the
processing signal ABP is extracted from the 3 recorded channel
and channel 2 is used for the noised component filtration
analysis. The processing signal with Gaussian distortion have
variance (var)=0.01 is shown in “Fig. 6”.
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Fig. 8. MSD for the Spectral Bands Decomposed.

The MSD parameter for 4 detail SBSs and 1 residual SBSs
is illustrate in “Fig. 8”. The decomposed bands are processed
for selection based on the magnitudes of these bands.
The representation of correlation of spectral bands with the
decomposed band is illustrated in “Fig. 9”. The band with a
maximum MSD is selected with other band suppressed to zero.
The inverse process of selected band with other zero
suppressed in inverse filtered and successive added to produce
de-noised signal. Obtained de-noised signal is shown in
“Fig. 10”.
Fig. 9. (a) SBS for the Signal (b) MSD Correlation.

Fig. 6. Noised Signal with Variance (var=0.01).
Fig. 10. De-noised Signal.

The de-noised signal is processed for feature extraction
where the two extremes SBP and DBP is measured. The
detected SBP and DBP detected for the de-noised signal is
shown in “Fig. 11”.
The decision system process on the computed DBP and
SBP for a period of observation and an average majority of the
BP stratification as derived from the condition listed in Table I
is made. The decision system generates an alert for the decision
made as shown in “Fig. 12”.

Fig. 7. SBSs Extracted from Processing Signal for Analysis.

A test of 10 iterations with varying Variance value from 0
to 10 is performed. The decision is monitored and an average
accuracy is computed. The denoising efficiency is measured by
an average Means square error (MSE), Peak signal to noise
ratio (PSNR) and Root mean square error (RMSE) values.
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accurate signal representation. This result into improve the
accuracy of detection. The performance of detection for the
developed approaches is listed in Table III.
TABLE II.
Test sample

S1

S2
Fig. 11. Detected Peak Points for Decision.

S3

S4

TABLE III.
Fig. 12. Detected effect for Test Signal.

The average accuracy is computed given by,
(8)
The mean square error is given by,
∑

(

)

(9)

Where is the actual signal processing and
noised coefficient.

is the de-

PSNR is given by,
(

)

( )

(10)

OBSERVATION FOR THE DEVELOPED APPROACH BASED ON
TIME LINE SELECTIVE APPROACH
Method

MSE

PSNR(dB)

RMSE

Time(Sec)

SR

6.3076

34.9088

2.5115

0.156

MIF-NN

1.3557

45.4041

1.1643

0.031

TLSC

1.3821

50.8703

1.1756

0.015

SR

6.2818

34.4641

2.5064

0.175

MIF -NN

1.3553

45.4121

1.1642

0.029

TLSC

1.3821

50.8703

1.1756

0.019

SR

6.2378

34.7783

2.4976

0.168

MIF -NN

1.3557

45.2999

1.1643

0.023

TLSC

1.3821

50.8703

1.1756

0.011

SR

6.2228

34.3509

2.4945

0.177

MIF -NN

1.3560

45.4179

1.1645

0.029

TLSC

1.3821

50.8703

1.1756

0.016

ACCURACY OF DETECTION FOR THE DEVELOPED SYSTEMS

Method of detection

Accuracy (%)

SR

83.25

MIF-NN

91.33

TLSC

94.34

The detection of BP parameters for the estimation accuracy
is observed to 94.34% for the proposed time line processing,
wherein the existing approach of SR [32] and MIF-NN [1] has
83.25 and 91.33% respectively. A more accurate signal
denoising results to an improvement of detection of SBP and
DBP parameters improve decision accuracy.
“Fig. 13” shows the Observation for MSE for the proposed
method. It outperforms the SR method and is almost as good as
MIF-NN method.

and RMSE is given by,
√

(11)

Observations for the developed approach TLSC is
compared with the existing approach of temporal spectral
coding (SR) [32], and multi information fusion with neural
Network (MIF-NN) [1]. The observation of the developed
approaches for denoising for different test samples is presented
in Table II.
The test observations developed for different test sample
illustrates an enhancement of PSNR by 16dB and 5.4dB in
comparison to SR and MIF-NN method respectively. The time
line coding of signal denoising eliminate distortion using a
period of observation, wherein a discrete observation generate
filtration for a observing coefficients only which has lower
filtration performance; more effective denoising results into an

Fig. 13. Observation for MSE Plot.
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extraction, selection and application and invention of efficient
machine learning algorithm; also to build a temporal dataset of
continuous BP measurements and apply big data analytics for
more scientific explorations of Cardiac diseases patterns and
Hypertension.
VII. CONCLUSION

Fig. 14. Observation for PSNR(DB) Plot.

“Fig. 14” shows the Observation for PSNR(DB) plot for the
proposed method. The proposed method demonstrates good
PSNR values compared with the existing approaches.
“Fig. 15” shows the Observation for RMSE for the
proposed method. It outperforms the SR method and is almost
as good as MIF-NN method.

A spectral coding approach based on correlative spectral
density to implement cuff less Stratification of BP
measurement is developed. The coefficients are represented as
a continuous time series of measured parameter and the signals
is decomposed using sub band coding. Each of the sub bands
outlines a variation in frequency domain and is further
processed for selection using mean spectral density (MSD).
The proposed approach performs a selection for the required
bands discarding less informative bands. Selected coefficients
are processed for the detection of SBP and DBP parameter in
Stratification of BP. The proposed approach shows an
improvement of 11% in average classification accuracy and
16dB in PSNR for different tested samples.
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